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Richardson Center Corporation
Reuse of the Richardson Olmsted Campus is the mission of the not-for-profit 501(c)(3) Richardson
Center Corporation (RCC). Widely considered to be one of Buffalo’s most important and beautiful
buildings, the Richardson Olmsted Campus is being adaptively reused as a hospitality venue and
cultural amenity for the city. The RCC is the owner of the Richardson while the Lipsey Buffalo
Architecture Center and Hotel Henry lease parts of the redeveloped spaces within the Richardson from
the Richardson Center Corporation.
Established: 2006
Projects:
 Phase One – Redevelopment of the iconic Towers Building and its two
flanking buildings
o Hotel Henry Urban Resort Conference Center
o Lipsey Buffalo Architecture Center
 Future Phases – Reuse of the remaining two-thirds of the Richardson
o Planning is underway to reuse the remaining two thirds of the
site and 11 historic buildings.
o Potential uses include academic, arts, and cultural activities.

Facts:
 The Richardson – 500,000 square feet of historic buildings and 42 acres
of landscape – was abandoned for 40 years before the RCC began
rehabilitation of the site.
 Phase One is one of the largest historic preservation projects in the
nation.
 Buffalo is the only place with buildings by all three of the recognized
trinity of American Architecture – Richardson’s campus, Sullivan’s
restored Guaranty Building, and Frank Lloyd Wright’s preserved Martin
House Complex – outside of Chicago.

Learn more:
www.richardson-olmsted.com

Contact:
Monica Pellegrino Faix, Executive Director
716-601-1151
monica@richardson-olmsted.com

The Richardson Center
Corporation envisions a
mixed-use, multi-purpose
civic campus of public and
private activities with the
Richardson as the campus’
crowning jewel.

Richardson Olmsted Campus Project Overview
The Richardson Olmsted Campus redevelopment is part of Buffalo’s
resurgence as an art and culture destination and a mecca for architecture
enthusiasts. After over 40 years of vacancy and deterioration, the
Richardson Center Corporation is transforming the Richardson to put it
back to use as a vital part of the local community and tourism industry.
The Richardson Olmsted Campus includes 42 acres of grounds and a
collection of buildings with nearly 500,000 square feet of space.
Location: 444 Forest Avenue, Buffalo, NY
Construction Began: 1872

Construction Completed: 1896

Landmarked: 1986

Redevelopment Began: 2006

“Revitalizing the
Richardson Olmsted
Center is a gift to
Buffalo and the
world.”
Jean Carroon, Goody
Clancy Principal

Hotel Henry Opens: April 30, 2017 Architecture Center Opens: 2017
Phase 1 (one-third of historic site):
 Hotel Henry Urban Resort Conference Center
88-room hotel/20,000-square-foot conference and event center
 Lipsey Buffalo Architecture Center
 South Lawn Landscape - Re-greening of 9 acres as a welcoming entry & Olmstedian greenspace
 North Landscape - New roadway, renewal of northern landscape
Cost: $102.5 million
 $76.5 million: New York State appropriation (preconstruction, stabilization, re-greening, reuse)
 $16 million: state/federal Historic Tax Credits (Investor: M&T Bank)
The Team
 Richardson Center Corporation – non-profit overseeing reuse, Developer of Phase One, Owner
of the Richardson Olmsted Campus
 Hotel Henry, Buffalo – hotel operator
 Flynn Battaglia Architects, Buffalo – executive architect
 Deborah Berke Partners, New York – design architect
 Goody Clancy, Boston – historic preservation firm
 Andropogon Associates, Philadelphia – landscape architect
 LP Ciminelli, Buffalo – construction manager

Lipsey Buffalo Architecture Center
A dedicated space for exploration and collaboration, the Lipsey Buffalo Architecture Center is
located in the Richardson Olmsted Campus. This new cultural institution will celebrate excellence in
architecture as influenced by Buffalo’s outstanding architectural heritage. The Center is the vision of
our founder and benefactors, Stanford and Judith Lipsey.
The Center is uniquely poised to fill a vital gap in Buffalo’s cultural tourism industry; Buffalo is
renowned as one of the most architecturally significant cities in America, but it currently has no
organization focused on welcoming visitors and introducing them to the area’s architectural heritage.
Opening: 2017
Exhibit Spaces
The Permanent Exhibition Gallery (approximately 1,300 sq. ft.) will
chronicle Buffalo’s rich architectural history and its role in the development
of 20th century architecture nationally and internationally.
The Richardson Olmsted Campus interactive exhibition (approximately 400
sq. ft) will tell the story of the Richardson and the history of mental health
treatment in America, honoring the legacy of the site as a place of
architectural achievement, development of ideas, and human experience.
The Temporary Exhibition Gallery (approximately 500 sq. ft.) featuring
diverse exhibitions on architecture and design‐related topics, both created
at the Center and visiting from other institutions. The exhibits will change
roughly every six months.

The Lipsey Buffalo
Architecture Center
will provide
orientation, prompt
inspiration, and serve
as a gathering place to
launch new ideas
related to architecture.

Gathering Space
The Center will foster collaboration between cultural, educational, and social institutions across the
region to encourage dialogue and shared programming.
The Center will be a venue for events, programs, exhibitions and gatherings, as well as a catalyst for
collaboration, dialogue, inspiration and shared programming.
Orientation, Education, and Interpretation
The Center will offer public education and welcome visitors by introducing them to the architectural
heritage and rich cultural opportunities available in the area through exhibitions, tours, lectures and
public programs.
Learn more:
www.buffaloarchitecturecenter.com
Contact:
Barbara Campagna, FAIA, LEED AP BD + C, President
716‐768‐4062
bcampagna@bcampagna.com

Situated amongst 42 acres within the city of Buffalo’s cultural corridor,
the Urban Resort Conference Center is surrounded by parks, lake,
museums, and connected to the fun and curious Buffalo Elmwood
Village. Nestled within the iconic Richardson Olmsted Complex, a
National Historic Landmark.
Brand new, original-concept full-service hotel features 88 guestrooms
and suites, destination amenities and seamlessly integrated technology.
1 Two Bedroom Suite
•
3 One Bedroom King Suites
•
34 King Guest Rooms
•
43 Double Double Guest Rooms
•
7 Queen Guest Rooms
•
Connecting Guestrooms
•
ADA & Hearing Impaired Guest Rooms & Suites
•
100% Smoke Free Property
•
Share ideas with colleagues next to you or around the globe.
Collaborate and communicate effectively within a smarter, more
advanced facility in Buffalo’s urban center.
• Technology that is both flexible and scalable by forward
thinking, on-site technicians to manage your requirements
seamlessly to meet conference goals for production,
presentation, and transmission
• The Conference Center features 20,000+ square feet of usable
and formal & informal supportive spaces for on-site groups of
up to 500 attendees, and countless more with a global, virtual
audience
• The Conference Center’s signature Urban Resort offers limitless
creativity for conference groups to formally utilize the unique
environs of the many cultural, educational, historic and
architectural locales of this borderless urban resort destination
Buffalo, NY is less than 2 hours away by plane from New York City,
Boston, Chicago and Washington, D.C.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Buffalo Niagara International Airport: 20 minutes
Niagara Falls: 20 minutes
Toronto: 90 minutes
Cleveland: 3 hours
Pittsburgh: 3.5 hours
Albany: 4.5 hours

Selective sourcing with an emphasis on regional products is a hallmark
of 100 Acres’ market fresh menus. Located in a sprawling hall-type
setting on Hotel Henry’s first floor, 100 Acres offers a variety of
thoughtfully composed dining experiences where guests will always find
something new, something different, something unexpected.
Experience the culinary adventure of 100 Acres in the comfort of your
guest room or suite. Peruse the menu and place your order on your
complimentary in-room tablet or call down to the restaurant with your
selection of food and drink.
Refined and comfortable during the day for cocktails or coffee, sexy
and sleek in the evening for a sophisticated alternative to the traditional
bar scene. Located just off the hotel’s second floor lobby, The Lounge
at Hotel Henry serves a cocktail program featuring boutique spirits and
locally sourced ingredients, along with carefully curated selections of
biodynamic, sustainably farmed wines and craft brews. A menu of small
plates for sociable sharing prepared by 100 Acres rounds out the
offerings.
The Lounge at Hotel Henry flows into this modern, glass-surround
outdoor space overlooking the hotel’s Urban Resort setting, including
the chef’s kitchen garden planted within the footprint of the property’s
original 19th c. greenhouse. A menu of small plates for sociable sharing
prepared by 100 Acres rounds out the offerings.
Whether a stop for your daily craving or your most important event,
Hotel Henry’s full-service catering and culinary teams create original
food & beverage experiences for guests and attendees.
Hotel Henry Urban Resort Conference Center
444 Forest Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14213
General: askhenry@hotelhenry.com
Events: events@hotelhenry.com
Press: j.mancini@hotelhenry.com

Contacts
Richardson Center Corporation
444 Forest Avenue, Buffalo, NY 14213
www.richardson-olmsted.com
Monica Pellegrino Faix, Executive Director
(716) 601-1151
monica@richardson-olmsted.com
Christine Krolewicz, Project Manager
(716) 601-1152
christine@richardson-olmsted.com
Corey Fabian Borenstein, Visitor Services Coordinator
(716) 601-1153
tours@richardson-olmsted.com
www.richardson-olmsted.com/visit/tours-and-events
Lipsey Buffalo Architecture Center
444 Forest Avenue, Buffalo, NY 14213
www.buffaloarchitecturecenter.com
Barbara Campagna, FAIA, LEED AP BD+C, President
(716) 768-4062
bcampagna@bcampagna.com

Hotel Henry Urban Resort Conference Center
Dennis Murphy
(716) 842-6045
Diana Principe
(716) 886-3300
www.hotelhenry.com

askhenry@hotelhenry.com

Resources
Free Audio Tour of the Site

www.richardson-olmsted.com/visit/audio-tour

Press Releases / Media Information

www.richardson-olmsted.com/news/press-releases

History and Architecture of the Site

www.richardson-olmsted.com/learn/history

Historic Structures Report

www.richardson-olmsted.com/learn/planning-and-reports

Information about the South Lawn

www.richardson-olmsted.com/learn/south-lawn

Cultural Landscape Report

www.richardson-olmsted.com/learn/planning-and-reports

Master Plan

www.richardson-olmsted.com/learn/planning-and-reports

Donations

www.richardson-olmsted.com/support

